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Abstract

Organization of a web site is important to help users
get the most out of the site. A good web site should
help visitors �nd the information they want easily .Vis-
itors typically �nd information by searc hing for se-
lected terms of interest or b y follo wing links from one
w eb page to another.The �rst approach is more useful
if the visitor knows exactly what he is seeking, while
the second approach is useful when the visitor has less
of a preconceived notion about what he w an ts.The
organization of a w ebsite is especially important in
the latter case. T raditionally, web site organization is
done by hand. In this paper, we introduce the problem
of automatic web site construction and propose a solu-
tion for solving a major step of the problem based on
decision tree algorithms. The solution is found to be
useful in automatic construction of product catalogs.

Keywords: Web Organization, Online Catalog, De-
cision Tree, Metrics, Tree Optimization.

1 Introduction

As more and more companies either start on the web or
join the web, there are an increasing number of choices
for any product or service that may be desired. Sev-
eral aspects of the site a�ect the choice made by poten-
tial customers. While the content provided by the site
should be carefully selected, the ease and speed of �nd-
ing the information they wan t are also considered to be
important. The organization of the web site is thus an
important subject for study. Ease and speed of access
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can be improved through the pro visionof searc h en-
gines and indices, but the way in which the web pages
are linked together is equally important.

Search engines and indices are typically considered
more useful for those who know what they are seeking,
while the links on a page are considered more useful
for those who are less certain. Note that in practice,
knowing what you are seeking does not guarantee a
search engine or an index will provide satisfactory re-
sults. The vocabulary used by the site visitor must
match that usedb y the site. Searches can be ine�ec-
tive because the site and the visitors may use similar,
but di�erent, terms, resulting in no matches. Searc h
results can be overwhelming if the visitor uses general
terms or terms with multiple meanings.

A t present, the organization of a w eb site is still
largely handled as something of an art and is typically
done by hand. Rosenfeld and Morville [7] discuss many
of these issues that come from di�erent �elds of study.
How ev er, v ery little has been discussed in automating
the process of web site construction. The only previous
w ork that has been done is to restructure and supple-
ment but not create the organization. Garofalakis et al.
[1] reorganize an existing web site by swapping children
and parent pages when the child page is more popu-
lar. Perkowitz and Etzioni [5] automatically construct
index pages that supplement an existing organization.
Green [2] adds some cross links betw een pages that are
likely to be related. In this paper, w eautomate the
creation of the organization for the use of onlinecat-
alogs. The objective of the automation process is to
produce a web site organization such that visitors can
locate popular information easily. While consultation
with users is of course essential, we suggest here that
it is possible to do this in conjunction with automatic
methods. In particular, we propose one solution using
decision trees. The solution can be shown to be useful
in organizing online catalogs. In the next section, this
automation problem will be presented. Section 3 will
discuss our proposed solution which attempts to solve
part of the problem. Discussion and conclusion will be
presented in Section 4.
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2 Problem Description

Generally speaking, the process for web site construc-
tion consists of the follo wing steps, though the steps
may be mixed together.

� Choose the conten ts of the web site

� Create the pages for the web site

� Decide on the organization of the web site

� Test the web site to make sure it satis�es not only
the original speci�cation, but the needs and de-
sires of the site visitors

� Re�ne the design

2.1 Automating site organization

We now consider how these steps may be susceptible to
automation, at least in part. The owner of the web site
generally chooses thecon ten t. If the content is based
on other sites, as with a search engine like Alta Vista,
agents can automatically scan for conten t [3, 4].

Designing the organization for a w eb site is still
mostly done by hand. A number of things can be auto-
mated here, as well. This includes creation of certain
types of pages as w ellas automatic linking of pages.
The pages that can be created automatically will be
supplemental in nature, assisting in directing site vis-
itors to the con ten tthat in terests them. The pages
may be navigational (including index pages) that pro-
vide static links to other pages or searc h pages that
will dynamically produce pages of links based on input
from the user. These pages may contain data, but this
will generally be metadata that describes the content.
This scenario is particularly relevan t to the creation of
online catalogs. In such a situation, some pages are pri-
marily intended to guide the visitor to the pages that
con tain details of a speci�c item.In this paper, we pro-
pose a solution which tries to automate the creation of
these navigational pages.

F or the last tw o steps, automation is also possible es-
pecially for the last step. Researchers have suggested
a number of methods to reorganize the web site struc-
tures and/or adding additional index pages or links
betw een existing web pages [1, 2, 5].

The rest of this paper will focus on the automation
of the step deciding the organization of the web site,
in particular, the online catalog, the part of the site
which allows site visitors to navigate through the list
of products or other items the site o�ers.

2.2 Model for online catalog design

Before we address the issue of helping automate the or-
ganization of an online catalog, we need to have a gen-
eral conception of what a good online catalog should
look like.

We note that when users na vigate through an on-
line catalog, they essentially tra verse a tree to �nd the
product that interests them. The inner nodes of the
tree correspond to the navigational pages. By navi-
gational, w emean that the primary purpose of these
pages is to guide the user tow ards the appropriate infor-
mation. The information on a navigational page gen-
erally assists in this purpose, as opposed to describing
an y speci�c product.The leaves of the tree correspond
to the product information pages. These pages may
con tain links as well, but any links that lead to product
information tend to be cross-links to related products.
As products may �t in more than one category, prod-
uct information pages may appear at more than one
location in the structure, but always along the bottom
of the tree.

We want this style of organization to be supportive of
easy access to product information, especially popular
pages. By easy, we mean that users will not miss the
information, nor will they need to spend a lot of time
to �nd it. The popularity of an existingpagecanbe
measured by examining site logs or page counters. F or
the case of a page for an existing product, the popu-
larity of the page can be estimated using the past sales
history of the product.

To take advan tage of the tree-like structure to pro-
vide easy access, w esuggest that eac h inner node of
the tree is based on one attribute. 1 Each link to chil-
dren nodes is based on one value, or a range of values,
for the attribute. The decision of which link to fol-
low then corresponds to answering one simple question:
\Which value of attribute X interests y ou the most?"
A concrete example w ould bethe question, \Are you
in terested in men's clothing or women's clothing?" We
note that this is similar to the w aytraditional store
directories and catalogs are organized.

Basing each na vigational pageon one attribute re-
sembles the use of one attribute at each inner node of a
decision tree. In this sense, construction of online cat-
alogs bears a resemblance to classi�cation. T raditional
classi�cation forms a topology of several known classes
of items. Our model of an online catalog is essentially
a topology of the set of products.

Our approach does assume that the attributes for
the information pages are provided. We ha veseveral

1Many online catalogs compress tw o levels of an index onto

one page|our approach is compatible with this.
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justi�cations for this assumption. Many companies
already use a database to store product information.
F urthermore, XML seems destined to overtak e HTML
as the language of choice for web data. XML supports
easy extraction of attributes from a page. There is al-
ready great support in the marketplace for XML (e.g.,
http://www.xmledi.or g, http://www.biztalk.org).
Of course, using XML does not guarantee that the

data will be highly structured. There are also a large
number of pages that have already been created using
HTML. For existing web pages, we note that Sahuguet
and Azavant [8] have already presented a wrapper-
based solution for extracting complicated structure
from HTML documents to convert them to XML.

3 Our proposed solution

3.1 Metrics

The goodness of a catalog organization or any web site
is quite subjective. This section will describe some ob-
jectiv e criteria to measure the goodness of the catalog
organization.
We beginb y suggesting some guidelines for a good

catalog organization. First, the catalog organization
should not include orphaned pages. In the worst case,
orphaned pages include pages that cannot be reached
at all by following links from the main page. Even
when this does not happen, there are often pages that
can only be reac hed via a non-intuitiv e path,such as
through a cross-link from another data page. Also, the
catalog organization should try to avoid links from a
navigational page to a data page that is totally unre-
lated or more general.
Second, for a good catalog organization, the depth of

a frequently visited page should be small. Otherwise,
many users will be forced to visit many na vigational
pages before they can �nd their target page. Loading
the additional pages w ouldalso put a muc h hea vier
load on the web server.
Third, we should try to use attributes that are useful

to the average users. In other w ords,some technical
attributes like the model number of the chipset of the
motherboard of an PC should be avoided if possible.
The use of decision tree addresses the �rst issue.

Note that every inner node corresponds to a subset of
data pages (that is, the set of data pages in the subtree
rooted at this inner node). Since w einput attribute
values for every product, the root of the decision tree
corresponds to all products, and no product page will
be excluded by the tree. F or every inner node v, ev-
ery child of v corresponds to the subset of products
which has the corresponding value for the partitioning

attribute, so child nodes will always be more speci�c
than their parents.

T o handle the second issue, we can try to minimize
the a verage height of the decision tree. Since the depth
of a general w eb site organization does not directly
relate to the quality of the organization, we would like
to reduce the height of the tree while maintaining the
clarit y of the organization.

We do recognize that some attributes may generally
be less clear than others. We deal with this issue by
in troducing a weight for eac h attribute.The weight is
used to model the clarity of the attribute. For exam-
ple, we ma y want to give a large weight to the model
number of the chipset as this attribute is too technical
and not easy to understand. Burdening the user with
having to specify an exact weigh t for each attribute is
not desirable, how ev er.F rom preliminary experimen-
tal experience, we �nd that the resulting organization
is sensitive to the relative weights. We suggest that the
user only needs to mark some attributes as "better"
and some as "worse". The limit of three choices (with
one being the default, "neutral") should allow the user
some input without forcing a particular organization.

Based on the above discussion, we suggest tw o pos-
sible metrics for comparing di�erent web site organiza-
tions based on decision trees. One metric is the average
weighted depth of the tree, where each inner node on
the path from the root to a page is weighted by the
weight of the attribute used topartition the pages at
that node. For a decision tree T with a set of data
pages P , the average weigh ted depth isf1(T ) =

P
p2P popp

P
n2Np

wn
P

p2P popp

where popp is the popularity of page p, Np is the set of
inner nodes on the path from the root to page p, and
wn is the weigh t of the partitioning attribute at node
n.

The above metric may favor an organization which
includes some relatively unclear attributes. This may
happen if the paths containing such attributes are rel-
ativ ely short. If w e are willing to allow for longer paths
that contain fewer unclear attributes, we can increase
the e�ect of attributes with large weights by using the
average maximum f2(T ) =

P
p2P poppmaxn2Np

wn
P

p2P popp

In this paper, we model the automatic catalog orga-
nization problem as follows. Figure 2 demonstrates an
example.
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An algorithm which restructures a catalog topol-
ogy according to a metric f

1. Build a decision tree T which consists of all
the data pages;

2. Let r be the root of T ;

3. R = Improve(T; r; f);

4. Return R;

Improve(T; v; f)

1. For every attribute a, let Ta =
Rebuild(T; v; a);

2. Among all the Ta, let R be the Ta such that
f(Ta) is minimized;

3. For every child u of v, let R =
Improve(R; u; f);

4. Return R;

Figure 1: Algorithm for automatic catalog organization

Input: 1. A set of attributes where each attribute
has a weigh t to describe its clarity.

2. A set of data pages where each page is de�ned
by setting particular values to the attributes.

3. Each data pages has a popularity measure-
ment.

4. A metric f() which measures the goodness of
the catalog organization.

Output: A decision tree T with a small f(T ).

3.2 Algorithms

This section presents an algorithm which o�ers a so-
lution to the automatic catalog organization problem.
The algorithm is quite general in the sense that it can
be used to construct a \good" tree for any metrics. Sec-
tion 3.2.1 describes thedetails of the algorithm. Sec-
tion 3.2.2 demonstrates our algorithm based on the av-
erage weighted depth metric and the average maximum
metric.

3.2.1 Details of the algorithm

Our algorithm can be divided into tw o steps.The �rst
step generates an initial decision tree T for the data
pages. The next step of the algorithm is to restructure

this tree so as to improve the value of f(T ), where f is
a metric.
We could build a tree by using some classical decision

tree construction algorithm like C4.5 [6], but the sit-
uation is di�erent since each catalog item corresponds
to a single class. There are thus no issues concerning
misclassi�cation.
We instead try to target the construction of a tree

that favors a good tree according to the chosen metric.
We start building the initial decision tree by arbitrarily
choosing the partitioning attribute at the root and par-
titioning the set of pages by using this attribute. F or
each child with more than one data page, we arbitrarily
pick another attribute and continue until every remain-
ing node con tains asingle data page or all attributes
have been used. Figure 3 shows a decision tree which
is based on the home equipment database in Table 1.
After getting the decision tree T from the �rst step,

the second step tries to restructure T to reduce the
value of the metric f(T ). The basic routine for re-
structuring a decision tree is Rebuild(T; v; a). This
routine tries to change the attribute of inner node v of
T to a. Note that such modi�cation a�ects the struc-
ture of the subtree rooted at v. Therefore, as a side
e�ect, Rebuild(T; v; a) will also restructure the whole
subtree of T rooted at v. The details of the proce-
dure Rebuild(T; v; a) are as follows. Figure 4 shows an
example to demonstrate the restructuring.

1. Change the attribute in node v of T to a.

2. P artition the data pages in the leaves of the sub-
tree of T rooted at v in to groupsG1; G2; : : : ; Gk so
that within each group, the values of the attribute
a of the data pages are the same.

3. For each group Gi, let Si be the subtree of T such
that

(a) all the data pages not in Gi are removed; and

(b) all the inner nodes which have one child are
removed.

4. Replace all the subtrees which are attac hedto v

byS1; S2; : : : ; Sk.

Given the Rebuild routine, w ecan improve the de-
cision tree T by updating the attribute used in each
node. In Figure 1, we suggest an algorithm which pro-
duces this improvement by updating the attributes of
all nodes in T in a top-down order.

3.2.2 Examples

This section shows an example to demonstrate how the
popularity of the data pages and the w eigh tsof the
attributes a�ect our procedure to organize the web.
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w eigh t 1 1 5

color type product ID

yellow shirt yellow shirt 001
orange dress orange dress 002
yellow shoes yellow sho es 003
red dress red dress 004

popularity
100
20
5
5

(a)

Color

Type

yellow shoesyellow shirt

red dressorange dress

dress shoesshirt

orange yellow

(b)

Figure 2: An example: (a) is the input and (b) is the output tree T . Note that f1(T ) = 1:19 and f2(T ) = 1.

w eigh t 1 2 3

type size shape

radio electric small rectangle
cloc k electric small circle
air-conditioner electric large rectangle
tv electric medium rectangle
toaster kitchen small rectangle
refrigerator kitchen large rectangle
microw ave kitchen medium rectangle
chair furniture small circle
table furniture large squar e

popularity
5
500
10
5
50
10
5
200
1000

Table 1: The home equipment database
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microwave tv table

refrigerator air-conditioner clock chair toaster radio

medium large small

circle rectanglerectanglesquareelectrickitchen

kitchen electric electirc furniture kitchen electric

typetype

shape

size

shape

type

type

Figure 3: An initial decision tree of the home equipment database (average weigh teddepth = 5.42, average
maximum = 2.99)

A1

A4A3

A2

P1 P2 P3

P5

P4

P6
w

T

P5P2 P4P1 P3

A1

A5 P6

T

w

A2

A3 A4

P3P1

A3 A4

A2

P5

A1

P6A5

P2 P4

T

w

A2

P5

A2

P1 P3 P2 P4

A1

P6A5

T

w

Figure 4: An example which demonstrates Rebuild(T;w;A5)
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Consider the home equipment database in Table 1
again. Based on our catalog organization routine, w e
get the decision tree in Figure 5 if we try to optimize
the average w eigh teddepth. On the other hand, if
w e try to optimize theaverage maximum, we get the
decision tree in Figure 6.
F or Figure 5, observe that the popular products like

table, chair and cloc k are placed near the top of the
tree. This is due to the fact that the routine tries to
reduce the averagew eigh teddepth. Hence, the rou-
tine tries to push the popular pages to the top of the
decision tree.
The decision tree in Figure 6 is built based on the

averagemaximum metric. Note that apart from the
tw opaths from the root to radio and cloc k, none of
the paths contain the attribute shape (which has a
weight 3). The reason is that the averagemaximum
metric tries to reduce the number of paths which have
attributes with large weigh ts.

4 Discussion and Conclusion

This paper introduces the problem of automatic cat-
alog organization and proposes a decision tree-based
solution for solving a major step of the problem. Our
solution is quite general in the sense that it allows the
designer to decide what is a good catalog organization
by de�ning the metric. We have presented t wo simple
metrics.
The current algorithm is intended to produce a cor-

rect and eÆcient organization, but may of course be
modi�ed further by users. The Rebuild() function al-
lows such reorganization to be done without creating
orphaned pages. The algorithm can process a large
database of products, but not in real-time. We are in-
terested in �nding faster alternatives that still produce
an eÆcient organization.
We will need to address a number of important de-

tails regarding our approach. We are studying the im-
pact of the attribute weigh t and product popularity on
the resulting catalog so that attribute weights are not
assigned arbitrarily. We also wan t to study the impact
of the initial tree on the results and develop a better
w ay to create the initial tree.
While multi-v alued attributes (e.g., the color of a

striped shirt) can be processed by our current algo-
rithm, the impact of these attributes on the metrics
has not been fully analyzed. More diÆcult issues to
handle include how the partitioning of pages should
handle a page that does not have a value for the par-
titioning attribute (e.g., the gender of a blender). A
related problem is how to handle users who do not
care about or do not understand an attribute used on

a navigational page. A practical implementation of our
approach should also considerattributes with a large
domain. The standard solution of using ranges of val-
ues or subsets of the domain may not always be satis-
factory .A consumer is more likely to be interested in
a set of choices like, \less than $20", \less than $40",
and \any price" instead of \less than $20", \$20{$40",
and \over $40".
More importantly, this paper only considers one step

of the process. We are interested in other steps as well.
F or instance, this paper assumes that the attributes
and their values for eac h page are available. We are
in terested in exploring techniques to extract this infor-
mation. This would facilitate use of our approach with
existing data. We are also interested in improving our
heuristic and more thoroughly evaluating results when
using di�erent metrics.
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toaster radio air-conditioner refrigerator tvmicrowave

clock chair

table

type type type

size type

shape

kitchen electric electric

small large

kitchen

medium

rectangle circle square

electric furniture

kitchen electric

Figure 5: Decision tree obtained based on average weighted depth (avg. wtd. depth = 3.54)

air-conditioner tv toaster refrigerator microwave chair table

radio clock

small

rectangle circle

large medium

electric kitchen

small large medium small

furniture

large

sizesize

type

size

shape

Figure 6: Decision tree obtained based on average maximum (avg. max. = 2.28)
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